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Royal Vanity Case
TR-MON-RVC-BK

Cherish our extraordinary and spacious Royal Vanity Case that will envelop your toiletries and
make-up items in splendor. Fashioned from our iconic signature monogram coated cotton
canvas and complimented with an interior lining that sports our glorious Waterfall design, this
artisan-made case will provide you with great joy and comfort. A rigid bottom with soft sides
allows for easy packing. An adjustable gathered interior strap provides upright security for four
of your favorites, and three elasticized front and side pockets wonderfully accommodate and
organize smaller items. A crystal-clear vinyl lining invites your creams and serums to rest in
comfort, and the inside cover boasts six chambers with a protective vinyl flap to house and
cover your brushes, mascara, and pencils. A separate vinyl zip pouch is perfect for your
supplements or smaller make-up items. Five special feet support and raise your vanity case off
the counter to insure it remains dry from the elements. A special custom-made pillow fits inside
the case snugly to keep its shape when not in use. The icing is our lovely Waterfall zip cover
that preserves and protects in storage and travel. There is simply no vanity case that outshines
ours in thoughtful detail, style, and elegance. For extended trips, add a Grand Toiletries Case to
your travel accessory collection to truly transport your sanctuary with you in style.

SD Monogram Coated Cotton Canvas – 10.5"L x 8"W x 8"H
Rainfall designed nylon with clear vinyl linings.
Artisan-made with Bronze-Finished Metalwork & Signature Leather Tags.
Double-zip wide opening.
Inside adjustable strap with four compartments.
Three inside elasticized pockets.
Inside cover with six pockets shielded by a clear vinyl flap.
Separate clear vinyl zip pouch measuring – 8”L x 5”W
Collapsible single top handle with logo grommets.
Five bottom feet.
Waterfall design nylon zip storage and travel cover.
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